
CASE STUDY

Partnership Yields Great Rewards for The Heritage 
Foundation

Processes automated and report workflow improved

CMS upgraded

New production release process created

Hyper-Agile® development resulting in rock-solid code

New mobile site increases page views by 155%

Founded in 1973, The Heritage Foundation is a research and educational institution – a 

think tank – whose mission is to formulate and promote conservative public policies 

based on the principles of free enterprise, limited government, individual freedom, 

traditional American values, and a strong national defense.

ENGAGEMENT BACKGROUND

The Heritage Foundation produces research on key policy issues and markets these 

findings to Congress, executive branch policymakers, news media, and academic 

and policy  communities. These efforts have resulted in a website that spans more 

than 25,000 web pages, with more being generated each day. With limited resources, 

Heritage’s small development team couldn’t keep pace with ongoing requests for 

refinements to their Sitecore content management system (CMS).

Like many organizations in this situation, Heritage decided to outsource some of the 

CMS projects, but couldn’t find a team that could align with what Heritage needed 

and deliver a high quality of product within an acceptable timeline. Looking for an 

alternative, Heritage turned to Calavista.

“It was clear from a client services perspective that we were in a different ball game than 

what we were used to,” says Tim McGovern, Director of Online Communications. “They 

were completely focused on doing what was best for Heritage. If there were issues, 

Calavista was willing to rethink what they were doing and how they were doing it. It was 

night and day from the other agencies that had done CMS projects for us.”

FROM AUTOMATION TO MOBILE

Over the course of several years, Calavista took on a series of projects such as 

automating some of the processes for uploading content to the website. They modified 

the report workflow, creating the ability to take documents coming out of the print 

production process and import them via XML to the website, so they could be approved 

without any manual process.

Calavista also upgraded Sitecore from version 6.2 to 6.5 update 4, a process which 

required five incremental upgrades to get to the latest release. To prepare for the 

upgrade, Calavista created a copy of the production environment and did the upgrade 

in the staged environment, documenting each sequential event. This enabled them to 

identify potential issues and work out the kinks in the process. With this knowledge in 
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place, the remaining upgrades were conducted on the live site with virtually no problems; only a few 

minor performance issues which were quickly resolved.

One of the largest projects Calavista undertook was creating a mobile version of the website. Rather 

than use the traditional approach of building the site in a staged environment, Calavista chose to create 

a live, working version of it on Heritage servers. This mobile site was accessible through a special URL, 

so that the product could be developed and tested using live, real-time data, without disturbing the 

experience of the current mobile users. They combined this with a Hyper-Agile® development process, 

pushing code every two weeks to the site, ensuring that by the time the mobile site was released to the 

public it had been thoroughly tested on the production servers. Calavista also spent a great deal of time 

on performance tuning to guarantee the site was highly responsive. When the new mobile version of 

the site was ready for release, they just re-directed mobile traffic to the complete, fully-tested and tuned 

site. The end result was a solid, robust mobile site within six months, and a flawless go-live.

Even more impressive, Heritage has seen a tremendous increase in the site’s usage. Within five months, 

the number of unique visitors increased 77%, and the number of pages being viewed grew by 155%; a 

testament to the site’s usability and responsiveness.

EXTENDED VALUE

But the value that Heritage obtained from working with Calavista extended beyond successful projects. 

As an example, Calavista introduced Heritage to the Agile development process, making two-week 

sprints a very repeatable process. This resulted in quality code, but even more importantly, predictable 

code. “Prior to working with Calavista we did a release of new code into production maybe once every 

two months,” shares McGovern. “Now we’re doing code releases bi-weekly without fail. That’s been 

awesome because we’re seeing higher quality code.”

Calavista also worked with Heritage to create a smooth production release process. Calavista put 

in place three development environments (development, Q/A and staging). At the end of each two 

week development process, the code was pushed to stage and tested. “This created significant 

code difficulties,” shares David Newton, Calavista Solutions Director. “If you get the new code on 

development, Q/A, or staging and you find an issue with production, then what do you do – you can’t 

push new code directly into the site because you have untested code on the test environment” To fix 

this issue, Calavista created a copy of the production environment, giving Heritage the ability to test 

patches, new code and more before pushing it to the live site.

According to McGovern, the experience that the Calavista team brought with regard to both process 

methodology and a deep technical know-how was invaluable. “One of the biggest reasons I would like 

to work with Calavista again is that our code practices – both the technology and processes we use to 

deliver code to production – have improved out of our relationship with them,” says McGovern. “I can’t 

count the number of times where we went through a scenario that if we had not had Calavista’s counsel 

it would have blown up in our faces.”
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